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M ANY and curious are the things sent to an Editor-or, as
our Custos would prefer to have him called, an Edightor.

Quite apart from contributions to the Literary Section, that is.
Most of them are advertisements-long screeds, for instance,
explaining how fives balls are made-from the discarded uniforms
of our ever· useful police force. Or a booklet announcing" The
Triumph of National Benzole"; why this should be a matter of
particular interest to the Editor is left unexplained. But one of
the more recent of these calls for a further word. Messrs. Austin
Reed (of Regent Street, of course) sent me a publication of theirs
entitled" Modern Man." The reason was notfar to seek. Two
closely,printed pages were devoted to detailed descriptions of the
clothes worn at various public schools. I cannot refrain from
quoting the section referring to Sherborne in full:-

"Sherborne is another school that, fittingly, practises an almost
monastic severity in the matter of clothes. The young Shirbur,
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nian must array himself soberly in a dark grey suit and dark grey
socks. His tie must be black and so must his shoes. His stiff
collar must be worn inside his waistcoat, and his shirt, though it
may have stripes, must be on a white background. During his
first year he must keep his coat rigorously buttoned; when this
chrysalis stage is passed he may wear it open to the winds of
heaven. When he has been at Sherborne three years he can
relax into a grey twet!d or navy,blue serge coat and flannel
trousers. But on Sundays everyone must put on a dark suit.
It is not until he reaches the Sixth Form or is awarded his First
Colours that he may put his hands in his trouser pockets; and no
matter how mighty he may become he may never wear his straw
hat at an angle.

" House prefects wear black ties relieved by stripes in their
house colours, and the school prefects navy,blue ties with narrow
red and yellow stripes. The same two exalted categories may
carry umbrellas, but by the rank and file rain is not officially
recognised."

One wonders who the writer's informant was; there is hardly
a sentence which apphes to every house in the school; and
hardly a sentence which does not apply to at least one of them.

Even more surprising than discovering what we wear was
discovering what other schools wear. How many of us know,
for instance, that the Rugby 1st XI sport light blue cricket shirts;
and the rest of the school light blue cricket trousers? And how
many of us appreciate what scope we have for originality and
taste compared with that offered by the black coat and striped
trousers of Rugby, Repton, or our better,known neighbours,
Downside?

How we have managed to avoid this sort of thing, and the tails
and top hat which are often the Sunday version of it, it is hard to
say. Presumably through that most excellent of all policies-
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laisse2;-faire. It is not long since some of us were told by an eminent
Sherborne authority of the appearance in the school of pyjamas,
and of the first pair of grey flannel trousers. That such novelties
were not frowned upon is responsible for our present advantages
in the matter of dress. Let us hope for a continuation of this
policy-within reason, of course-but let us not be tempted to
imagine (here, at any rate) where it wi11lead us. If we could see
the school fifty years hence-and perhaps, in spite of gloomy
prophecies of the doom of public schools, some of us will-we
might be a little alarmed, or even amused.
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SCHOOL NOTES.

Congratulations to C. M. Joliffe on his Scholarship to Lough
borough College.

And to the following on being presented with their School
Colours:-

1ST XI.

June 30 G. H. W. Manning
G. G. Lilley

July 4 A. L. A. Tasker
H. J. C. Bashford

June 3 \V. M. Elderlon
M. S. Glennie

June 25 R. F. S. Cbignell
D. I. C. Boissier
J. F. N. Hodgkinson

May 30 H. C. C. Adams
D. I. C. Boissier
R. F. S. Cbignel!
C. F. V. Martin

June 19 H. J. C. Basbford
P. S. D. Griffin

2ND XI.

June 19 P.C.Burt
P. H. Lake
J. H. E. Weber

June 28 A. L. A. Tasker
M. R.Geake

June 4 Pilkington
June 7 Coombe

Stevenson
\Vi1Iiams tert.
Bashford
Aylward
Wi1Iiams mi.

June 22 Irvine
Rickets
Worth

COLTS CAPS.

June 22 Henderson
July 7 Hutchison

Pol!ock
Young
Humphreys
Hancock
Marshal!
Howard
Niehols
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The Big School has been further decorated by a portrait of Mr.
Nowell Smith. The subscribers were a number of O.SS., headed
by Mr. Bensly. It was painted by J. Gunn, R.A., and incidently
gave him the honour of painting His Majesty the King. Lord
Bledisloe unveiled the portrait at Commemoration.

We offer our profound sympathies to Mr. Randolph, who, after
medical advice, will not be able to take over The Green. We con
gratulate Mr. Hey, who takes his place, and wish him every success.

We should like to thank Mr. Gourlay for all the work which he
expended on his rockery during the winter terms. This summer
it has fulfilled every expectation, and has proved itself a delightful

innovation. We hope the Gardening Society will consider planting

more like it on other parts of the fields.

On Friday, June 19th, the O.T.C. was inspected by Lt.-Colonel
C. E. Hudson, V.c., D.S.a., M.C. (O.S.). The parade was held in the

courts, owing to the rain. He complimented the contingent on its

steadiness, and reminded them that they were the main source of
officers in case of war. The evening entertainment was provided by

the Musical Society. It was a good Concert, and it was clear that
the performers enjoyed it as much as the audience.

On Saturday Jupiter Pluvius yielded to Phoebus Apollo, and
the P.T. and Gym. display were carried out under torrid conditions.
The prizes were distributed by Viscount Bledisloe, P.C., G.C.M.G.,

K.B.E. (0.5.). He was struck by the excellent idea of time shown
in the P.T.- no mean praise from a Governor-General of New
Zealand. Unfortunately, the Chairman of the Governors was
indisposed, but the Vice-Chairman took his place with complete

success. At the Commemoration Service in the Abbey, the Lord
Bishop of Ripon (O.S,) preached a clear and stimulating sermon.
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In the evening Mr. Stanley Bell, whom we know of old, gave an
enjoyable entertainment in the Big Schoolroom.

The following prizes have been awarded:-

Bowen Prize for Modern History A. J. G. Crocker
School English Essay A. J. G. Crocker
School English Verse S. J. H. Durnford
Barnes Elocution Prize A. Rugg-Gunn
Christopher Morcom Prize for Science P. H. Geake

On Wednesday, July 1st, the Headmaster granted a half-holiday
in honour of Lord BIedisloe's visit. It was therefore possible for
the School to watch the Westminster match.

The field day was held, as usual, at Bovington. It was a thrilling
struggle, and Gallows Hill, although ably defended by the Ripon
Rifles, fell at last before Capt. Gourlay and his Putney Skirmishers.

Next holidays, G. W. Chadwick is taking part in the Public
Schools Exploring Society, which will visit North Lapland and the
Arctic Coastal Region; we wish him the best of luck.

The Balliol Players' annual performance took place on Thursday,
July 2nd. They presented the AIcestis of Euripides, which was

more suitable than the Sophoclean tragedies of former years. The
whole production was impressive, and for once the chorus. although
a trifle indistinct at times, took an intelligent interest in the action

of the play.

Mr. \Vestlake has undertaken the re-organization of the sports.
They are to be arranged on a system whereby a more general interest
may be taken in events for which, hitherto, only a limited number
have been proficient enough to perform.
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For the greater part of this term we have missed the all useful
and supremely efficient Evans, who has unfortunately been ill. We
hope to see him back next term as helpful and cheerful as ever.

Entrance Scholarships and Exhibitions awarded, May, 1936:
Scholarships :-

1. ]anson-Smith,]. P. (E. L. Griffiths, Esq., The Cathedral
School, Salisbury).

2. WiIliams, P. M. de C. (The Rev. W. R. Mills, Highfield
School, Liphook).

3. Chevallier,]. B. (A. D. vVauton, Esq., Garth Place, Bexhill).
4. Buchanan, A. B. (H. L. Whytehead, Esq., Chafyn Grove

School, Salisbury).

5. Beal, M. A. \TV. (Hugh Foster, Esq., Stubbington House,
Fareham).

6. Vigers, T. R. S. (N. V. Knight, Esq., Great Ballard, New
Milton, Hants).

Exhibitions of varying amounts :-

7. Biram,]. G. S. (G. Meakin, Esq., Pembroke Lodge, South

bourne).
8. Dry, P. D. L. (Pickering War Exhibition) (N. Weir, Esq.,

Cliff House School, Southbourne).
9. Shallow, P. G. D. (The Rev. T. H. Flynn, "The Old Ride,"

Branksome Park, Bournemouth).
10. Davidson, B. D. (F. R. Lindsay, Esq., The Preparatory

School, Sherborne).
11. Carey, H. F. G. (Colonel L. C. Stevens, Chelmsford Hall,

Eastbourne).
12. Thomas, R. D. D. (F. R. Lindsay, Esq., The Preparatory

School, Sherborne).
13. Ward,]. M. (F. R. Lindsay, Esq., The Preparatory School,

Sherborne).
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14. Elvery, S. S. (F. W. Andrews, Esq., Picket Post, Ringwood).

15. Deshon, D.P.T. (G. F. Cameron, Esq., Lambrook. Bracknell).
16. Fox, J. A. D. CH. Colborne Brown, Esq., Northcliffe House,

Bognor Regis).

Cutler Exhibition for sons of Barristers:-

Casswell, P. J. (B. Wood Hill, Esq., King's College Junior School,
Wimbledon Common).

Hodgson Exhibitions for sons of Clergy :-

Heale, N. VV. (F. G. Turner, Esq., Tormore School, Deal).
Apps, A. H. (Miss E. M. E. Cherrill and J. M. Zambra, Esq.,

St. Petroc's, Bude).

The following have preached in Chapel since our last issue :
The Rev. Gerald Cole, The Headmaster, The Bishop of Sherborne.
The Rev. D. B. Eperson, The Vicar of Sherborne and The Rev. G. A.
Ellison.



J.H.R.
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a.s. NEWS.

THE SERVICES.

Lieut. T. L. Binney (a, 1917-23), The Cameronians, has qualified

for the Staff College.

Lieuts.G.P.Cunningham (b, 1921-25), V. F. Porteous (h, 1921-25),
Royal Artillery, and P. S. Leeper, (g, 1922-27), Devonshire Regt.,
have passed the written examination for promotion in the Regular

Army.

Lieut.-Colonel and Brevet Colonel E. E. F. Baker, D.s.a., M.C.,T.D.

(j, 1908-14), has been selected for command of the 8th Battalion
(Territorial), The Middlesex Regt. (Duke of Cambridge's Own), in

succession to Lieut.-Colonel and Brevet Colonel \V. H.Parmeter, T.D.,

and was created a C.B.E. (Military Division) in the King's Birthday

Honours.

The following were successful in the written examination of
officers for promotion in the Regular Army, held in India last March :
Lieuts. G. C. Ashmore (g, 1923-28), J. W. Kelway (b, 1922-27),
J. H. McCarthy (b, 1923-28), G.W. H. Peters (c, 1923-28).

R.M.A. NEWS.

J. H. F. Mermagen (b, 1930-34)-Under Officer. Passed out

into Gunners.

J. McD. Montgomery (g, 1930-34)-Captain of Hockey. Passed

out into Gunners.

T. H. Rouse (g, 1929-34)-Passed out very high into Sappers.

J. E. Cordingley (c, 1930·34)-Assistant Cadet Adjutant. Captain

of Golf. Represented Shop, Cranwell and Sandhurst at Athletics
(Long Jump). Passed out into Gunners.
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SPORT.

W. P. S. Hastings (a, 1931-35) coxed the R.M.C., Sandhurst,
Four, winners of the Junior Fours at the Reading Regatta on

Saturday, June 6th.

W. M. Amoore and D. M. Amoore (g, 1930-35) were members

of the R.M.C., Sandhurst, Cricket XI, against the lLM.A.,Woolwich.

J. M. Couchman (a, 1926-31) rowed six in the Leander crew at

Henley, which has been chosen to represent England at the Olympic
Games at Berlin this summer.

D. A. Lloyd (a, 1929-34) made a full score of 50 in the Donegal

Cup Competition at Bisley.

GENERAL.

The Reverend G. B. State- Blandy (d, 1925-30) was ordained

priest by Bishop Golding-Bird in Farnham Parish Church, on

Trinity Sunday.

J. Homfray (a, 1928-33) has been awarded the Examination and
Membership Committee Prize of the Corporation of Insurance

Brokers for the second best set of papers and the" Burton Rowe"
Prize for the best paper in the general section of the Examination,

Part n.
J. E. Barris (e, 1925-30), L. 1'\1. G. Harris (h, 1924-29) and

J. S. Vine (h, 1927-30) have passed the final examination of the

Institute of Chartered Accountants held in May.

G. G. Jeudwine (j, 1927-31) and F. B. D. Moger (g, 1927-31)
have passed the final examination of the Law Society.

N. H. H. Golledge (j, 1928-32) was successful in passing the
first examination for the Diplomas of L.R.C.P. and M.R.C.S. in

Anatomy and Physiology.
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BIRTHS.

PARRY. On May 26th, 1936, at 27, Welbeck Street, W.1, to
Betty (nee WilIiams), wife of Tom Parry U, 1920-25), of 101, Home

Park Road, Wimbledon Park, S.W.19-a son.

HENLEY. On May 30th, 1936, at Pitt Place, Brighstone, LO.W.,
to Daphne, wife of Lieut. J. C. C. Henley, R.N. (a, 1923-27)-a
daughter.

GARRETT. On June 5th, 1936, at The Mill House, Welwyn, to
Honor (nee Bishop), wife of Geoffrey E. Garrett (a, 1921-26)-a son.

MERMAGEN. On June 25th, 1936, at 17, Ainslie Place, Edin
burgh, to Sonia (nee James), wife of P. H. F. Mermagen (b,1925-30)
-a son.

OLDNALL. On July 10th, 1936, at The Mearse, Harvington,

Kidderminster, to Hilda (nee Dumville Smythe), wife of Henry
Russell Oldnall (g, 1913-16)-a son.

WALLEY. On July 10th, 1936, at 50, Campden House Court,

W.8, to Venetia (nee Greene), wife of J. F. Loader Walley (c, 1923-28)
-a daughter.

ENGAGEMENTS.

The following engagements are announced :

CLIFF-LLEWELYN. Cyril Joseph Alexander Talbot Cliff
U, 1922-26), second son of the late Major G. T. Cliff, 3rd Dragoon
Guards, and :Mrs. Cliff, Fugglestone House, Wilton, and Mia Noreen,
only daughter of the late Ivor Llewelyn and Mrs. Llewelyn, Sandy

mount, Soulherndown, Glam.

vVALKER-PARKER. Andrew Peter Fenwick WalkerCf, 1928-31),
of Silwood, Reigate, only son of Mr. A. S. vValker, 15, Aigburth
Drive, Liverpool, formerly of Merstham, and Joan Parker, only

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roland H. Parker, of West Heath Road,

Hampstead.
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SIMONDS - ALLARD. Robert Meredith Henville Simonds

(a, 1912-16), second son of the late Colonel R. H. Simonds, O.B.E.,D.L.,
and Mrs. Simonds, of Winterbourne Abbas, Dorchester, and Nancy
Bately, youngest daughter of Mr. H. B.AlIard and the late Mrs. AlIard,

of Burwood, Sydney. The marriage will take place in Sydney,

Australia.

WALLER-ALLAN. George Henson \Valler (j, 1918-24), son of
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Wailer. of 44, Thornbury Avenue, Southampton,
and Mary, daughter of the Rev. A. P. and Mrs. Allan, of All Saints'

Vicarage, Wellington, Somerset. •

BAKER- FABIAN. Henry Baker (b, 1921-26), youngest son of
the late Henry R. Baker and Mrs. Baker, formerly of 270, \Villesden
Lane, N.W.2, and Maie, youngest daughter of the late James Fabian

and Mrs. Fabian, of 6, Daleham Gardens, N.W.3.

MARRIAGES.

BRIGGS-CARROLL. On April 28th, 1936, at Edmonsham
Church, Dorset, John Philip Turney Briggs (h, 1925-30) to Anna

Mudel Carroll.

WHITELEY-ASHMEAD-BARTLETT. On June 5th, 1936, at

Temple Church, by the Master, Derek Pepys \Vhileley (a, 1920-25),

only son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Tarver Whiteley, to Francis

Georgette Coningsby, eldest daughter of the late Captain George
Ashmead-Bartlett and Mrs. Ashmead-Bartlett, of 2, Eldon Road,

Kensington.

MARTIN-TuTTON. On July 4th, 1936, at St. Giles's Church,
Dallington, Sussex, by the Rev. T. R. H. Elliott, Roger Fenwick
Martin (j, 1923-28), only son of Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Martin, of
Teddington, to Cicely Katharine Loat, third daughter of Dr. A. E. H.

Tutton, F.R.S., and Mrs. Tutton, of Dallington.
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DEATHS.

COLONEL JOHN BULLEN SYMES BULLEN, I.P.,D.L. (a, 1858-62),
died in May at Catherston, near Charmouth.

SIR ALEXANDER KEITH CARLYON, I.P., D.L. (a, 1862-66), died
last May at Harrow-on-the-Hill.

Two old and distinguished Shirburnians, whose school careers
under Dr. Harper just overlapped, died within a few days of each
other in the last week of May. Both were Justices of the Peace
and Deputy Lieutenants of their counties.

John Bullen Symes, after leaving School, joined the 15th Hussars
and served through the Boer War of 1881, at which time he assumed
the additional surname of Bullen. "By his death," says a writer to

The Times, "the country loses a soldier of the best type, fearless, a
fine steeplechase rider, a great lover of hunting and hound work, a

good fisherman and whip, and a deep reader of history." After
retiring from the Army, Colonel Bullen lived at his family seat of
Catherston, near Charmouth. He was a familiar figure with the
Blackmore Vale hounds, with which pack he hunted regularly from
his Sherborne house on Greenhill.

Alexander Carlyon was a member of an old Cornish family, which
has a 1110st interesting history. He was twentieth in descent from
Edward Ill, King of England (pedigree in the College of Arms,

Arundel D 157). He was called to the Bar in 1888, was High
Sheriff of l\Iiddlesex in 1906, and was knighted in 1926. He is
buried with his ancestors in the Church of St. l\Iawgan-in-Pydar,
near Newquay. For long he was the senior member present at the
Old Shirburnian Society's Annual Dinners, and in his 88th year was
in his usual place at the High Table in January last.

His daughter writes of his enduring affection for the School, and
how he delighted to spend a few days at the Digby Hotel every

summer on his way to Cornwall. "My father always tried to arrange
his visits so as to be there for a Sunday, that he might be able to
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attend the services in the School Chapel. The last time he was able

to go was the Sunday on which the present Headmaster preached

his first sermon in the Chapel." A.F.

WILLIAMS. On June 20th, 1936, at Poona, Raymond Berkeley
Wilmot WiIliams (a, 1924-29), Lieutenant, The Somerset Light
Infantry, beloved second son of Captain and the Honourable Mrs.
WiIIiams, of H erringston, Dorchester, and of 36, Ennismore Gardens,

in his 25th year.
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COMMEMORATION.

THROUGH O.S. SPECTACLES.

This year's Commemoration was noteworthy for thunderstorms,
which at one time threatened to make it a complete" wash-out" for
us all, in both senses of the words, and for our distinguished fellows,
who honoured us by officiating at the annual ceremonials.

Friday morning was ushered in by a heavy thunderstorm and
downpour of rain, which gave the Field and Courts a very sodden
and gloomy appearance, and it looked any odds at ten o'clock that
the o:r.C. Inspection would have to be carried out indoors, and that

Cricket would be impossible in the afternoon.
But, as usual, the weather was kind to us and cleared up in time

for the whole programme to be carried through without any very
drastic alterations.

The O.T.C. Inspection by Lieut.-Col. Hudson, v.C., D.S.a., M.C.,
took place in the Courts instead of at the Field, which really gave
us all a more intimate opportunity of watching the parade.

A parade carried out in an almost pre-Boer vVar Barrack Square
manner with repeated dressing and numbering, sloping and ordering

of arms, fixing and unfixing, inspections by all and sundry and then
when all was ready for the final inspection-rain.

It took our minds back to many similar incidents in various parts
of the world, and to incidents both comic and tragic, and it took our
minds back still further to old Corps Parades, in the days when
smartness on parade (except in the House Section Drill Competition)
was considered one of the most offensive forms of side. The solid

jam in the old Armoury door after a most disorderly "dismiss"-old

" Pott" up-ended in a large barrel (familiar atmosphere) that he was

unpacking at camp, and even to a parade held on the Lake in a big

frost of 1894-.
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What the Inspecting Officer thought about it will be recorded

elsewhere, but we thought it a very creditable 5how, and who will
deny that many drafts sailed during the war whose drill and

steadiness on parade were not so good.

After lunch the field had miraculously dried, and with half an
eye on the game, we wandered round, and with the other eye and a
half indulged in the delightful pastime of spotting old faces and
renewing old friendships and acquaintances. "Old scenes, old hopes
before us pass." Surely the most pleasurable part of Commemora

tion for us.

Saturday was a glorious day, and commenced as usual with the
Gymnastic and P.T. displays, always a fine show, and tbis year as
good as ever. Our congratulations to Mr.\Vestlake and all concerned.

" Speeches" followed, at which prizes were given away by Lord

Bledisloe, whom we were all very proud to have amongst us once

more.
However, as is well known, the Big Schoolroom is not big enough

to hold all who would enter on this occasion, and some of those who
could not be present had perforce to disport themselves in " Fons
Limpidus," whilst others visited an old friend who now has a house
in Long Street, until it was time to go to the Abbey; and does any

one know a cooler place on a hot summer's day?

The Sermon was preached by the Bishop of Ripon; a very

eloquent sermon, magnificently delivered, and we are entitled to say

that we have turned out a Cleric whose abilities have been deservedly

recognised.
Followed lunches" and again to the field, where there are more of

us than yesterday, more re-unions and reminiscences, and finally

defeat at the hands of the School.
This year will go down to future Commemorations as the year

in which the lily was guilded and the pure made even more pure.

Whether or not the Shade of the late Sir John Horsey, Knight,
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will now haunt the pillared shade remains to be seen, but his face

has undoubtedly heen blackened. Publish it not on the housetops,
but the pure waters of the N eweIl Spring are no longer deemed to
be pure by present-day standards.

No longer does the School rush madly to the bath at one o'clock,
and with a fine disregard of the" strepto" and all other species of
"cocci," plunge bravely in, shouting" puris omnia pura." No, they
ascertain first whether the magnificent new purifier is working, a
marvellous gadget about the size and appearance of a small gas works,
and which incidentally cost nearly £ I ,000. I t is undoubtedly a great

acquisition to the School, but it is understood that there is now some

uncertainty as to whether the last stage of Trebles shall be held at
midnight in the dark of the moon, or whether it is possible to make
the water artificially opaque whilst still maintaining its high standard

of purity, or in the alternative to send for the Invisible Man.
Sunday saw the usual exodus of pleasure seekers at noon, and

their return for Evening Chapel, which for most of us marked the
end of three very happy days.

SCHOOL PRIZE POEl\I, 1936.

"OVER THE HILLS AND FAR AWAY."

The Hills....•.
They saw the birth of life in sluggish streams,
And watched in ageless silence man's impassioned dreams

Of History.
Their curving breasts embraced defenceless homes,
And hamlets sheltered close within embracing arms

In safety.
They stood as gods, and from their shadowed frames
Arrayed in emerald foliage, gleamed primeval sunshine,
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Bathing human hearts and blessing pains

And piety.
In lonesome dreams these people crossed beyond

That high escarpm~nt;

And sometimes vision-like they glimpsed a land
Of terror, wracked with thunderstorms,

A land of sinuous shapes and slimy, darting forms;
A mystic firmament

Of wingless birds, one vast amphibious kingdom.
And ever, when their little huts were lashed with rain,
And lightning punctuated thunder-claps, they saw again,

And lived in recollection's breathless strain
Those watchful nights above a distant plain,
Above a nightmare land of infinite horizon.

Beyond•.•..
I sent my spirit through the hills of time,

V/hich span the world as watchful sentinels the fame
Of centuries.
I caught the sun on Himalayan heights
And far beneath me slept the temples, ruins, holy lights

And Ganges.
I floated past weird caps of ice-blue air,
And with my bloodless eyes I saw the hills aglare
With murdelous fires which strangled the despair

Of Innocence.
Beyond those crowded smoking walls lay lifeless lands,

Where toiling peoples, shadow hosts, moved severed hands

In silence.
These strove forgotten days; yet always flaring steel
On morioned ghosts. the cry of swords, a blind man's reel
Proclaimed eternal war, an endless lust to kill

In brute offence.
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I wandered over sunless peaks, in desert ways
Of barrenness; no life, no trees, no flowers, no beauty
Only the mountains weeping for a long-dead Troy,
And marble-chiselled hills that in the flame of day
Made dust of living gods and hollow victory
Of Marathon.
And though the years had passed into the night,
And men had found their paradise of light,
I saw no answer yet;
For still came Roland's call along the Pyrenees,
A dying clarion's cry on foreign breeze
For Charlemagne;
And always wars of God that never ceased,
When Turkish hosts came thundering on the West,
And Christ's defenders martyred at His Test
Again.
\Vhile ever past swung an endless line
Of men and horses, leaders of a phantom time,
Of fire-swept eagles, spectre legions, ancient names
Of prowess mixed with new-built fames
On death's successes.
All rolled before me, throbbing millions of life,
And with their passing came an end of strife
And all was still, as when before the thunder's peal
Great rain-drops patter idly on the gravel. . . . .
I gazed through war·clouds on tbe dead, but looked in vain,
For there peace could not live within that stained
And shattered line.

And then at last I saw beneath the gloom
A lonely Cross upon a Hill
In Palestine.
But there was hung no martyred Prophet, no all-conquering God,
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Only a nameless Soldier, mutilated, dead,

And bleeding from the gashes on His head

For others' crime.

Around Him stood ourselves and laughed in scorn
To see Him crucified with bayonets, broken, torn
And battered by an infantryman's arm.•.••
Here was the Symbol of that age-long hate
Which changes men to blinded animals of spite

And drives them on to thrust, and wound and fight
For all time.

I left the Thing behind me; there above the earth
I prayed for long misguided creatures who were worth
So much, yet knew it not.

And then with groping hands I stumbled into night
From dizzy fantasies and hopes, and lost delight
In ideal Truth, a once-loved, young romantic dream.

S.J.H.D.

LIBRARY NOTES.

Among the recent entries are the following:-

Queen Mary's Psalter (presented by H. W. Lewer, Esq.).
Hedgefolkin Twilight (presented by H.\V. Lewer, Esq.). P. Kelway.
Scott's Last Expeditio~ (from his Journals).

Organic and Bio-Chemistry. R. H. A. Plimmer.
The English Castle. Hugh Braun.
The West Country. R. A.]. Walling.
Ancient Bridges of the South of England. E. ]ervoise.

Modern German Literature. Arthur Eloesser.
Pepys: The Years of Peril. Bryallf.
The Tyranny of Greece over Germany. E. M. Butler.
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Surrealism. Gascoyne.
The Reign of Elizabeth. Black.
The Cid and his Spain. Pidal.

SOUTHWARK.

WHITSUN VISIT, 1936.

A large proportion of the School Committee assembled at the
station on Friday evening (May 29th) to welcome twenty-four cadets
from Sherborne House. The cadets were then escorted to the gym.,
where, after filling their palliasses with straw and themselves with
buns and lemonade, they were left for the night.

On Saturday morning they spent most of their time on bicycles,

as they were unable to bathe this year owing to the weather. In
the afternoon two cricket matches were arranged for them against
the School, both of which they won.

Rain prevented them from going to Mr. Field's garden for long
after tea, so they went to the local cinema instead. On their return
from this a large supper was very kindly provided in the Tuckshop

by Mr. and Mrs. Field. This was followed by very exhausting
games in the gym. until 10 p.m.

On Sunday morning, after Chapel, a charabanc and two or three
cars were boarded, and the Cadets and Committee were soon en
route for lunch at Spettisbury and boating at Lulworth Cove.

Unfortunately the day was rather spoilt by occasional showers and
the almost complete lack of sunshine. In spite of this, it seemed
to be thoroughly enjoyed by all.

At 12.30 on Monday a shooting match took place in the miniature
range, between the Cadets and the School, which the Cadets won.

In the afternoon they were kindly given tea by the Headmaster.
In the evening they walked down to the station and took the train
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home, but unfortunately not one member of the School turned up
to see them off; it is to be hoped that this omission will not occur

again.
They seemed to have enjoyed themselves and the food, which

was so excellently arranged by Miss Ford. (One of them asked if
we evt>r stopped eating in Sherborne !).

Sincere thanks are due to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace, Mr. and Mrs.
Field, all Housemasters, Mr. Gourlay and Mr. Bell (for the loan of
cars), to the lenders of bicycles and all others who helped to make
the visit a success.
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SCHOOL SOCIETIES.

THE DUFFERS.

421

The Society has had an excellent term, which has been spoilt
only by the loss of the Camden Wonder. This paper, which

promised to be of extraordinary interest, has been postponed, as
Professor Clark could not come down. A really excellent paper was
read by Mr. Baker on Dramatic Theory, in which he rapidly sketched
the history of the Tragedy through Greece, England and France.
J. F. N. Hodgkinson, supported by T. E. Lawrence's excellent trans
lation, made Homer and the Odyssey a subject of interest. R. B.
de Glanville read an illuminating paper on Primitive Religion,

paying special attention to the Mediterranean cults and showing the

similarities to and differences from Christianity. But to J. Rodie
Peters the highest praise must be paid, for his paper on Elizabethan
Song, which was full, accurate and interesting. Also, he sang some
delightful songs to illustrate his points. A worthy conclusion to a
fine musical career at Sherborne.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The outing to Abbotsbury was much enjoyed by nearly eighty

members. It is true that things did not go according to plan, but
that only added to the pleasure of all (except one I). The charabancs
first chose to arrive twenty-five minutes late, after they had waited
in vain outside the Girls' School, and secondly they elected to convey
the party to vVest Bay, which may be a delightful seaside resort,
but it is of no archaeological interest· whatever. Eventually we

arrived at Abbotsbury along the road which commands excellent
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views of the Dorset and Devon coast, from Portland Bill to Lyme

Regis, Beer Head and beyond.

The semi-tropical gardens were visited first, and then we descended
to the Chesil Beach for a breath of fresh air laden with salt spray.
This huge long bank of carefully graded shingle is surely one of the
most curious of the works of Nature in England, for as yet no
satisfactory explanation has been given of its formation during

countless centuries.
Canon Moule gave us a short interesting account of the Church,

which, together with the beautiful Tithe Barn and a few ruins, is all

that remains of this once famous ecclesiastical centre. Unfortunately,

there was no time to climb the steep hill to see the uniC'lue chapel of
St. Katherine, and we went straight to the Swannery. This part of
the tour is for many the most enjoyable, for there is nothing like it
elsewhere in England or the whole world. Our guide, one of
the keepers, was both informative and amusing - a real Dorset
"character." The stately swans and their fluffy chicks were excellent

sitters for the busy photographers, and we were reluctant to tear
ourselves away to have tea in \Veymouth, and then back to Sherborne.

GARDENING SOCIETY.

The original burst of enthusiasm, as expected, has died away.

A few individual plots are assiduously cultivated, but the main work
of the School garden has been done by three stalwarts. The potatoes

have come up well, and the rain which nearly spoilt Commemoration
was welcomed by gardeners. All the stones and weeds had been
removed and the rows of potatoes earthed up by June 17th, so that

the plot was looking far more like a garden than anyone six weeks

earlier could have guessed it would.
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There is still plenty of work for skilled and unskilled labourers:

if assistance were more regular the work would be easier to organize
in advance. The plot between the Squash Court and No. 8 Fives
Court needs digging over: a new site on Carey's will be tackled

next term, and if the Society for Mechanical Demolitions (or whatever
its official title may be) would like to dismantle and remove the guns

in the south-east corner of the Lower, a more decorative flower bed
could be constructed there.

At least one of the small plots behind the Headmaster's garages

IS well worth inspection, and the owner deserves congratulation:
yet more praise is due to the aforementioned three stalwarts who

have done less spectacular but really valuable work. D.B.E.

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.

Since the inauguration of the Society there have been four
meetings and an expedition.

The first meeting was for a discussion on the positions of stars,
and the methods of finding any particular one, most necessary in all

astronomical work. At the second meeting Mr. Ellison read a very
good paper on "Our Knowledge of the Sun." The third meeting
was at the beginning of the Summer Term, for the election of officers
of the Society, and at the fourth J. L. Fluker gave an extremely
interesting talk on the possibility of life in other worlds, which

deserved a fuller attendance.

The expedition, on June 18th, went to the Norman Lockyer
Observatory, near Sidmouth. It was a great success, the parties
being shown round all the apparatus, which is mainly spectrographic/
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and being given a short talk, by Professor Blumbart, on the use of

the spectrum in astronomIcal work.
Our thanks are due to Dr. Lockyer for allowing us to go over

the observatory, and to Mr. Ellison for arranging the expedition.

LES POLYGLOTTES.

The programme for this term has been, as usual, varied, and

plays have been read of the last three centuries. In fact, a comedy
by Molihe and a tragedy by Corneille in the XVIIth century, a
one-act comedy by Marivaux in the XVIIIth century, and a con
temporary comedy called "Ces Dames aux Chapeaux Verts,"

complete the list.
Papers have been read by H. H. Baker, Esq., on "Le

Romllntisme," and by J. H. E. vVeber and C. Chettle on "Voltaire
et l'Angleterre" and" La Comedie de Moliere," respectively. All

the papers provoked good discussions, and the last two were honoured
by the presence of the Headmaster. The last meeting is to be
occupied by a paper by J. H. Randolph, Esq.: although the subject

is being kept a strict secret, this paper will probably prove to be the
"piece de resistance" of the term.

BEN DAVIS SOCIETY.

During the past term, the activities of the Society have been

confined to two most successful expeditions. On the kind invitation

of P. B. Shaw, Esq., O.S., a party of twenty-three members of the
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Society, under the auspices of Messrs. Eperson and Mee, went over
to Frome on Tuesday, May 26th, to inspect the wool factory, of
which he is a director. First of all we were shown various forms
of crude wool. \Ve saw how this is then subjected to methods of
purification, after which its strength is assured by thorough tests.

Finally, we were shown numerous samples, many of which were
most attractive, of woollen goods of diverse kind and quality. The

expedition concluded with an excellent tea provided by P. B.

Shaw, Esq., and a quick run home. I am sure that the Society is
most grateful to Mr. Shaw for his kindness.

On Saturday, June 27th, a party of thirty-eight, together with

the Vice-President and Mr. Mee, went over to Watchet to see the

West Regional Broadcasting Transmission Station. First of all we
were shown all the apparatus round the exterior of the building,

"including the conspicuous 500 feet aerial masts. The principal
feature of interest inside was undoubtedly the three great dynamo
motors, each of which develops 4-50 h.p. During the major part of
the day all three of these have to be run, though at times in the
early morning, when there is only one programme, two will suffice.
Space does not permit me to dwell at further length on these marvels,

but at no single moment did the interest of even one member of the
party flag. A delightful run back via Bridgwater, where a halt was

made for tea, concluded a most enjoyable trip.

In conclusion, this marks the end of the second year of the
Society's activities. It has been, without doubt, one of very great
success. There has been an average attendance of over forty at
every meeting, a result which is most heartening. In this respect,
the Society owes everything to the unflagging energy of the Vice

President, who spares no effort to make the Society for which, after

all, he is responsible, a great success. At the end of this second
year of our activities, I should like thus in public to express to him

the thanks of the whole Society.
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J.L.F.

So far, no definite arrangements have been made as regards next

term, but a general meeting of the Society will be held early in the
term to elect a new Hon. Secretary and such Committee as will be
required to fill the gaps about to be made by leavers. In the interim,
the Vice-President is arranging for the necessary lectures. In fact,

I am hoping that he will give one himself.

MUSICAL SOCIETY.

The activities of the Society during the Summer term are concen
trated upon the concert for Commemoration, a function which presents
a double problem, inasmuch that the programme should contain stuff
which both holds the interest of the Society during rehearsals and also
displays to parents and visitors the various facets of School music, in
both solo and concerted numbers. For this purpose the programme
was admirably constructed. Parry's" Blest Pair of Sirens" (for eight
part Chorus and Orchestra) received a vigorous yet sensitive perfor
mance, and the Society obviously enjoyed the preparation of this
melodic and contrapuntal masterpiece. By way of contrast Balfour
Gardiner's "Sir Eglamore" touc.hed on a lighter note, and evidently
pleased the audience, as did the unaccompanied Madrigal by Dowland.
Instrumentally the honours went to J. R. Peters who played with
just the right amount of warmth and delicacy the Romance from
Mozart's Concerto in D mi. for Pianoforte and Orchestra. Other
numbers which added to our enjoyment were the Brahms 'Liebesheder'

(by Kilpatrick, Kay, Fry and Candler) and not least Mr. Parry-Jones'
delightful singing of Folk Songs. Altogether a very good programme,
upon which the Society is to be congratulated.
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"WHAT, WHAT, WHAT ..

[CORIOLANUS IV (V)].

?"

"MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS"

[BILLINGSGATE L (L)].

"You are old, father Sherborne," the young man says,
"Your traditions are ancient and tried.

And yet you incessantly alter your ways.
Is the new with the old weB allied?"

" In my youth," father Sherborne replies to his son,
" I feared change might injure the brain:

But now that I'm sure that most schoolboys have none,
Why, I change thing's !-And change 'em again! "

"You are old," says the youth, "as I mentioned before, Sir,
You cannot have very much leisure:

Yet you signal, you dig, you play golf in plus-fours, Sir,
Does this give you very much pleasure? "

"Very much," says the sage, with his [eyes] [ears] feet on the floor,

" For my youth was not spent in this manner:
I just studied this book, worth six shiIlings or more,

Let me seB you a gross for a - sixpence."
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"Now I've answered two questions, and that is enough,"

Said his father, " for as you have said,
Leisure minutes get scarcer and scarcer. Be off,

You buffoon, while I stand on my head!"
C.I.E.

"GIVE ME DRINK .••. !" (HAMLET)
or

.. THE TWO PLUMBERS" (NOBODY, SO FAR AS I KNOW).

Oh, the summer was a-summing,
As a plumber sat a-plumbing

With a humble bee a-humming in his hat.
Yes, it might have been a bonnet,
But" 0 fie! " and" Out upon it! "

It was not, the more's the pity, so that's that!

His assistant was a-sitting
Near him nonchalantly knitting,

Cats' pyjamas: with a knitting needle ?-No!
Why ?-Said he "A fitting fitting
Like a drainpipe's best for knitting,

And the normal knitting needle's far too slow J"

Said his boss, " How nice 'tis plumbing
When the summer is a-summing."

" I've a preference for slumming," said his mate.

" How too Bourgeois, oh how low! "
Said his chief, and then-Cl What ho!

Come my tool bag! Let's away, it's getting late!"

By Cl HIS SERENE ALTITUDE THE THINEND OF THE WEJR"
(C.I.E.).
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HAMLET, PRINCE OF DENMARK.

REVISED VERSION FOR SCHOOL PRODUCTIONS.

AUTHOR'S NOTE. It must have been quite apparent to even the dullest of those
who attended the School performance, that Shakespeare's knowledge of H.P.
of D. was lamentably incomplete, and also that the stage directions given in
most standard texts are quite inadequate. Whence this fuller and, I hope,
more satisfactory version.

ACT I. SCENE I.

[The scene is laid on a platform of the Danish station at Elsinore.
As the curtain rises in pitch darkness, a clock is striking at
irregular intervals].

CLOCK: 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12- -13-14.
[Meanwhile, the eyes havi1lg become accustomed to the gloom,
Frallcisco is discovered up-stage staritlg fixedly at a blank wall,
attd apparwtly sayitlg his prayers in atlticipatiotl of the arrival
of the Milk Traitl. Round about 7 etlter Bemardo. Francisco
continues his meditatiotls, taking not the slightest tlotice of
anythitlg].

BER. (chatlging his weight from Otle foot to the other three times,
and coughing loudly): \Vho's there?

FRAN. (surprised): What? Who? l\Ie? I? Francisco.

BER. (annoyed): Don't be a fool! \Vho's there?

FRAN.: You heard me the first time. Francisco!

PROMPTER (in a voice like death): Nay, answer me!

FRAN.: Strike me pink! Is everybody deaf? F-R-A-N-C-I-S-C-O

Francisco! !

PROMPTER: Stand and unfold yourself.
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FRAN.: I can't, you chucklehead! The pin's bust!

[At this point there is an unintentional black-out, and the promp
ter bursts into tears. After ten minutes consultation, they decide
to start again. Frmlcisco is woken up alld told that he is actittg
in Hamlet. The curtain rises.]

CLOCK: 1-2--3-4-5-6-

FRAN. (long before the entrance of Berttardo, turnitzg round
suddenly; so suddenly, it1 fact, that he is left with half ElsittOre
suspended from his partisan): Who-s-there-nay-answer-me-stand
and-unfold-yourself-phewww!

[The clock does not know whether to stop or go on; it eventually
decides to steer a middle course, sniggers audibly, and knocks
the gong off the table.]

BER. (wishing to hurry over the difficult piece): If you can see

Horatio and lVIarcellus, the makers of my watch, bid them make hay,
suck eggs, or anything else appropriate.

FRAN.: I think I hear them. Stand Ho! Who's there? (This is

pure swank, as it would be physically impossible to avoid hearing
them approaching over the Court parapherttalia behind the scenes).

[Enter Horatio and Marcellus looking like last year's Lord
Mayor's Show. They stand dumb, havitzg forgotten their words
in the excitement of scalillg the throne. Francisco, however,
is too anxious to get off to wait for them to give him his exit cue,
so he gives it himself.]

FRAN.: 0, farewell, honest soldier, give you good-night, give you
good-night. [Exit for ever.]

MAR.: Tally Ho! Bernardo, old sport!

BER. (having shaken hands with Marcellus and Homtio, and
staring at the latter from a distance of about six itzches): What, is

Horatio there?
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HOR.: Oh, No!

MAR.: Has the old buffer rolled up yet, what?

BER.: You mean the ghost? No, not so far as to notice.

HOR.: Eh? Whatsay? What's that about a ghost? Come, sit we
down and let us hear what Bernardo has to say for himself. (He
leads Bernardo up to a badly painted soap box in one corner of
the Platform and steers him carefully on to a nail.)

BER.: Last night of all .•.• er-er Last night of all ••.. er-er
Last night of all.

HOR. (to Marcellus): Last night of all.

MAR. (to Horatio): Last night of all.

BER.: At about one o'clock.

MAR. (giving a hopeful look at the arrival end of the platform, then
turning round suddenly and catchitzg Homtio a smart clip on the
ear): Peace, no more, hear comes the train!

[At this point Dawn makes a sudden and unexpected entry, hits
her head hard agaittst a flat, attd exits jerkily to re-ettter later,
if Possible.]

MAR. (gagging): 'Twas always thus before yon spectre did'st appear.
(this is how he imagines Shakespeare would have said it if he had
wanted to.)

VOICES OFF: Ghost! Where's that ghost? Get on, can't you?

[Enter Ghost in a suit of third-rate armour, closely resemblitzg
Heath Robinson's idea of Don Quixote. He is wearing a helmet
which quite obviously belollgs to a different play altogether, and
which incidentally is two sizes too large for him. He takes up
a position such as he imagines a ghost might take up before
making some startling revelation, but which is actually a very
fair imitatiolz of the attitude of the Statue of Liberty. The
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whole effect is one of unutterable gloom, such as would, by

comparisol', make a pauper's funeral look like Jubilee night].

GHOST (his voice apparetttly issuiltg from the soles of his feet) :
My hour is almost come!

[Almost is a bit of att exaggeration. As a matter of fact he has
anticipated the due arrival of his hour by exactly thirty-five
minutes, as he really has nothing to say here at all, atld is thinking
of the scwe after next.l

[A t this point the performance is interrupted by a misguided would-be member

of the audience attempting to forc~ an entry through the back of the stage.

He is quite nice about it, acknowledges his mistake, wishes the cast the best

of luck, and agrees to go round to the other door. There is a momentary

hiatus while the prompter nails the night back into place, and the ghost is
reminded of the number of the scene].

HOR.: What art thou? (He catches the ghost's eye, and goes 011,

staring fixedly at the seat of his trousers). By Heaven, I charge
thee, speak! Speak! I charge thee!

[The ghost presents him with a polite raspberry and exits slowly
and with difficulty].

HOR.: Char. . .. Stop it lVIarcellus !
[Marcellus has spent the last five minutes trying to decide in
which hand to hold his partisan. He has moved it about a good

deal, and is surprised itl the middle of a left hand toss],

MAR.: All right! All right! Nobody can see me!

HOR.: Stop that ghost, you crass idiot! !

MAR.: Shall I strike it with my partisan?

HOR.: Do if it will not stand!

[It is obvious, judgitlg by the nOIses off, that the ghost would
stand but ca1l't, alld as for stopping him, the floor would appear
to have done that quite satisfactorily already. However, Mar
cellus is aware that the audience expect something of him, so he
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grasps his partisan firmly, dashes across the stage, catches his
foot in a loose piece of felt, confouttds the stage hands, dives
gracefully off the Platform and out of sight. He, at any rate,
has caught his tmilt 1].

[At various points throughout this scene, the Queen will enter with a bunch of

flowers, a total disregard for the producer's threats, and an air of triumph,

and wearing a black cloak and a look of determination. She will then say in

a loud voice and a great hurry, .. Sweets to the sweet, farewell," and exit

rolling her eyes, and, if possible, her Rs. The players should take no notice

of her and the opportunity for a short rest].

MAIDEN WOOED
(A SONG FOR TREBLES).

With rosy lips and flaxen hair,
And supple limbs without compare,
And swimming like a mermaid fair,

I thought thee Neptune's daughter.

I wooed thee as we came to land,
But, as we sat upon the strand,
You wouldn't let me hold your hand,

Though rescued from the water.

Ah! Many swains have, in my place,
Renounced thee, and, in every case,
Deceived by thy too wooden face,

Have left thee on thy tummy.

But if by chance you hinder me,
Nor flatter my proficiency,
I'll call you what the others see:

A lifeless, wooden dummy.
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CRICKET.

1ST XI.

SCHOOL v. BLUNDELL'S.

On Saturday, May 30th, the School played Blundell's, at
Blundell's, and won by two wickets. Blundell's batted first on a hard
wicket, but began badly, losing their first eight wickets for 95 by
lunch. The first 50 occupied forty minutes, but Eustace and Beale
alone showed confidence. H utton ran out Sutcliffe with a magnificent
piece of fielding. Beale was out at 68, and then Parsons and Williams
scored quickly until the former was out to a really fine left-handed
catch hy Hodgkinson. Pierce, however, came in to hit Hodgkinson
with fine discrimination and was undefeated at lunch, Drake having
been well caught at the wicket. Corrigan kept up his end and, thanks
to Pierce, who remained not out, the last two wickets put on nearly
50. Hutton found the wicket to his liking and bowled exceptionally
well for his six wickets; ChigneIl might, with advantage, have been

put on earlier. The School fielding on the whole was good, and the
Blundell's innings occupied exactly two hours.

At 2.40 Hodgkinson and Martin opened confidently for the School,
the latter playing some good strokes in his 24. At 36 both he and
Manning were out, but Elderton batted steadily, and with Robinson
hitting well the score rose to 89 for five. Boissier and Hutton then
made a good stand, the former heing very quiet, but Hutton was
playing a very useful innings, and tea was taken with the School two
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runs behind and four wickets in hand. The resumption was disastrous,
Hutton and Chignell were both out at 136, and Finlay, having made
the winning hit, was promptly out at 142. Glennie and Adams then
showed that the Blundell's bowling could be hit, and the score rose
to 178 before the innings closed. The batting had been fairly
consistent with no outstanding scores, and we batted just under two
and a half hours.

BLUNDRLL'S.

Eustace, b Hutton
Habgood, b Hutton
Sutcliffe, run out
Beach, b Hutton
Beale, c Elderton, b Hodgkinson
Parsons, c Hodgkinson, b Elderton ...
Williams, c and b Hutton
Pierce, not out
Drake, c Glennie. b Hutton
Bloy, b Hutton
Corrigan, b Chignell

Extras

Total

SCHOOL.

16
8
7
7

15
16
14
33
2
5

11
3

... 137

J. F. N. Hodgkinson, c Corrigan, b Drake 11
C. F. V. Martin, b Habgood 24
G. H. W. Manning, lbw, b Habgood 0
\V. M. Elderton, c Parsons, b Corrigan 21
S. J. D. Robinson, b WilIiams 27
D.!. C. Boissier, b Habgood 15
J. M. Hutton, b Habgood 34
J. C. Finlay, c Habgood, b Sutcliffe... 5
R. F. S. Chignell, c Williams, b Corrigan 1
H. C. C. AJams, not out ... 17
M. S. Glennie, lbw, b Corrigan 19

Extras 4

Total 178
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BOWLING.

BLUNDELL'S.

O. M. R. w.
D. I. C. Boissier ... 5 2 12 0
J. F. N. Hodgkinson ... 14 3 64 1
J. M. HUlton ... 12 4 35 6
H. C. C. Adams 3 0 14 0
W. M. Elderlon 3 1 8 1
R. F. S. Cbignell 2.1 1 1 1

SCHOOL.

Drake 9 3 22 1
Beach ... 7 0 18 0
Bloy ... 6 2 23 0
Habgood ... ... 10 0 27 4
Williams ... 4 0 25 1
Corrigan ... 11 2 41 3
Sutdiffe ... 2 0 18 1

SCHOOL V. TONBRlDGE.

Played at Tonbridge on June 2nd and 3rd. Owing to rain there
was only half an hour's play before five o'clock on the first day, and
with the early close on the second day there was no chance of getting
a result as a two innings match, and so it was arranged to play a
one innings match. .

Tonbridg-e batted first, and scored 4-0 for one wicket before rain
stopped play in the morning. Between 5 o'clock and 6,4-5 they took
the score to 169 for five, Cox playing a very good innings. Next
morning Tonbridge declared at 271 for eight, leaving us two hours
and fifty-five minutes to get the runs.

We made a poor start, as Hodgldnson and Manning were out
rather unluckily; Martin was caught at the wicket, Robinson
magnificently caught and bowled, and at luner. we were 56 for four.
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This meant two hours to get 216 runs. Hutton and Elderton settled

down and runs were soon coming very quickly. Hutton hit with
great power and his innings included five sixes and ten fours. When
he was out we were well ahead of the clock; shortly afterwards
Elderton was caught in the slips. He had played very well, although he
had luck in being missed at deep square leg and had made a few streaky
shots through the slips. vVe lost the next two wickets quickly, but

Chignell and Glennie by good running got to within nine runs of
victory. When the last over came to be bowled we wanted five to
win: off the last ball but one Glennie scored two, and we had won
after a most magnificent finish, and a most enjoyable match.

Tonbridge's declaration was a model one; it gave us a chance of
winning if we cared to take the risk. I t was a pity that both sides
couldn't have won, but a drawn match would have been horrible.
The School fielding was good and Glennie kept wicket in first-class
style. H utton bowled very well, Chignell well, but Hodgldnson was
handicapped by a slippery ball.

The School XI would like to take this opportunity of thanking
Tonbridge for a very delightful match, and for their very kind

hospitality.

TONBRIDGE.

T. C. Cobb, c Martin, b Rutton
E. C. Bonsfield, c Glennie, b Rutton
B. W. Cox, b Rodgkinson
B. N. S. I(idson, c Adams, b Rutton .
M. Latham, c Robinson, b Chignell ..
P. Corker, b Rutton
D. R. Lloyd-Morgan, b Rutton
P. G. C. Wood, not out ...
G. D. \V. Yeats-Brown, b Chignell
J. D. Parsons, not out
E.1. C. Wood, did not bat

Extras

2
21
97
o

21
27
19
40
29
13

2

Total (8 wkts. dec.) ... 271
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SCHOOL.

]. F. N. Hodgkinson, c Latham, b Cobb
C. F. V. Martin, c Latham, b Parsons
G. H. W. Manning, hit wicket, b Wood
W. M. Elderton, c Wood, b Cobb
S.]. D. Robinson, c and b Kidson
]. M. Hutton, c Cobb, b Wood
]. C. Finlay, b Parsons ...
R. F. S. Chignell. c Kidson, b Cobb .
H. C. C. Adams, C Parsons, b Cobb .
M. S. Glennie, not out
G. G. Lilley, not out

Extras

1

9
o

88
15
99
5

13
1

18
2

21

Total (9 wkts.) ... 272

BOWLING.

TONBRIDGE.
O. M. R. W.

]. M. Hutton ... 24 6 66 5
]. F. N. Hodgkinson ... 28 4 105 1
R. F. S. Chignell 18 4 65 2
H. C. C. Adams 6 1 15 0
G. G. LiIley 5 1 9 0
W. M. Eldertoll 3 1 9 0

SCHOOL.

]. D. Parsons ... 19 2 54 2
T.C. Cobb ... 18 3 47 4
P.F.G. Wood ... 3 0 32 1
G. D. W. Geats-Brown 2 0 17 0
B. N. S. Kidson 13 3 34 1
E. I. C. Wood 11 1 43 1
E. C. Bonsfield 2 0 24 0

SCHOOL V. SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

Played on June 6th on the Upper. The School lost by 113.

This was not a day on which people like to play cricket, and most
likely was the cause of the lack of life and interest shown by the
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School in this match; it drizzled most of the day and there were two
delays when the rain became unbearable.

J. M. Rutton won the toss and decided to field on the off-chance
that the wicket might harden before the School had to bat. The
Somerset Stragglers' batting was uninspiring, except for J. R
\Vatson's, the Somerset County player, who made 53 in just over the
hour. J. C. P. Madden-Gaskell, although he went in first, seemed
to forget that it was a one-day match and made a sound 4-5 which took
him from noon until a quarter of an hour after the lunch interval.
The Stragglers were all out by 3.15 p.m. with a score of 219. Rutton
was the only bowler who looked like getting a wicket (five for 48)
and M. S. Glennie redeemed the School's fielding by, as usual, not
letting through a bye.

The School's batting turned out to be a procession. C. S.Watson,
the brother of J. R, took six wickets for 27, bowling medium-fast,
while E. Ross took the other four. The School were all out for 106,
with a plucky eighth wicket stand of 21 made by R. F. Russell (18)
and Glennie (not out 13).

On the whole it was a dull and wretched match for all concerned.

SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

P.J. S. Courtenay, c Manning. b Hodgkinson 30
J. C. P. Madden-Gaskell, c Hodgkinson, b Hutton 45
A. J. P. Ling, c Glennie. b Hutton 32
H. Morton, b Hutton 0
J. R. Watson, b RusseII .. 53
C. A. Burrougb. b Hutton 13
J. R. A. Courtenay, b Hutton 0
A. C. G. Lutber, b Boissier 31
H. R. Holme, b Chigne!!... 2
E. Ross, b Parry 9
C. S. \Vatson, not out 2

Extras 2

Total n. 219
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SCHOOL.

J. F. N. Hodgkinson, b Watson (C.S.) 3
C F. V. Martin, lbw, b Watson (C.S.) 11
W. M. Elderton, c Holme, b Watson (C.S.) 9
J. C. Finlay, st Holme, b Walson (C.S.) 12
G. H. W. Manning, lbw, b Watson (C.S.) 0
D. I. C. Boissier, st Holme, b Ross ..• 9
R. F. Russell, c Courtenay (P.), b Ross 18
J. M. Hutton, b Ross 7
R. F. S. Chignell. st Holme. b Watson (C.S.) 12
M. S. Glennie. not out 13
J. O. Parry, c Holme, b Ross 3

Extras 9

Total... 106

BOWLING.

SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

O. M. R. w.
D. I. C. Boissier 6 0 42 1
J. F.N. Hodgkinson .. 11 0 50 1
J. M. Hutton 10 0 _ 48 5
R. F. Russell 7 1 34 1
J. O. Parry 4.5 1 24 1
R. F. S. Chignell 5 0 9 1
W. M. Elderton 1 0 1 0

SCHOOL.

P. J. S. Courtenay ... 10 4 18 0
C. S.Watson 15 6 27 6
E. Ross ... 15 3 40 4
A. J. P. Ling 3 1 12 0

SCHOOL V. DORSET RANGERS.

Played on June 13th on the Upper. Result: Dorset Rangers,
182 for 2; School, all out for 93.

The weather spoilt the chance of it being a real good day's cricket,
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and once brought the fielders into the pavilion for a stretch of fifteen
minutes.

The Dorset Rangers won the toss and went in to bat. But they
had brought a strong side, and the School did not look like getting
them out. They declared at 182 for two, of which C. T. Whinney
made a very good, hard hit 107 not out. P. Luflman, the Yeovil
rugby player, stayed with vVhinney, making 41 before being caught
at the wicket off H. J. C. Bashford. Bashford was new to the side
and took the only two wickets.

The School's batting was again disappointinl{, but it was not
expected to do much against the bowling of A. M. Harrison. (If a man
can take all ten wickets against Cornwall, a School, however good,
won't have much chance.) The only two who seemed to master the
off-breaks and leg-swingers of Harrison were S. J. D. Robinson and
M. R. Geake. Robinson made a very good 24 and might have stayed
only was magnificently caught in the deep by P. Luftman. Geake,
who went in first wicket, was the last man but one to come out, and
had batted steadily all the way through for 18 runs. The School
were all out by 6.30 p.m., with Harrison claiming eight wicketss for
45 rnns. The School's fielding- was always l,een, but there was no

bowling which really worried the batsmen.

DORSET RANGERS.

P. J. C. Williams, c Hodgkinson, b Bashford 8
P. Luffman. c Glennie, b Basbford 41
C. T. Whinney. not out '" 107
P. H. P. Lovell, not out ... 23

R. D. Busk }F. C. Jordon
P. S. D. Griffin
R. Ironmonger \Vatts did not bat
le Trenchard Cox
A. M. Harrison
C. J. P. C. Jowett

Extras 3

Total (2 wkts. dec.) ... 182
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SCHOOL.

]. F. N. Hodgkinson, 5t Griffin, b Harri50D 7
M. S. Glennie, c Whinney, b Harri50n 18
M. R. Geake, c Williams, b Ironmonger Watts ..• 18
R. F. Russell, b Harrison 0
W. M. EldertoD, c Williams, b HarrisoD 5
S.]. D. Robinson, c Luffman, b Harrison 24
D. I. C. Boissier, b Ironmonger Watts 7
]. M. HuttoD, c sub., b Harrison 3
H.]. C. Bashford, c Ironmonger Watts, bHarrison 3
R. F. S. Chignell, lbw, b Harrison 6
J. O. Parry, not out 0

Extras 2

Total 93

BOWLING.

w.
2
o
o
o
o
o
o

R.
55
30
16
30
13
18
12

DORSET RANGERS.

O. M..
16 3
11 2
7 2
7 0
2 0
6 0
2 0

H ..J. C. Bashford
R. F. S. Chignell
]. M. Hutton
]. F. N. Hodgkinson ...
W. M. Elderton
J. O. Parry
R. F. Russell

SCHOOL.

R. Ironmonger Watts 12 1
A. M. Harrison 19.1 5
F. C. Jordan 4 1
Ho D. Busk 4 0

22
45
14
11

2
8
o
o

SCHOOL V. RADLEY.

Played at Radley on Monday and Tuesday, June 15th and 16th.
It was cold and dark when HodgkinsoIl and Glennie opened the

School innings shortly after eleven o'clock on a slow wicket. In the
second over the former failed to allow for the swing and was caught
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at second slip. Geake opened confidently, only to be caught in the

same place off a long hop. After making his usual score of 18 Glennie
hit across a full pitch and was bowled. What looked likely to be a

stand by Robinson and Elderton failed to materialise, and five

wickets were down for 41. However, Hutton came in to bat with

complete confidence. He hit hard and often till he failed to get hold
of a ball wide of the off stump. Each successive batsman gave hopes

of better things, but were for the most part beaten by the pace of the

wicket and got themselves out through playing too soon. Chignell

alone was able to suit his play to the conditions. At lunch the score

was 124 for nine. On the resumption Bashford laid about him with
some spirit, but his activities were brought to an end when Chignell

was stumped. Although two catches were missed in the slips the

Radley fielding was smart and clean. The bowling was steady, if
not particularly impressive, but then there was no need for it to be.

The Radley batsmen soon got down to business and, helped by
some indifterent bowling from Bashford and Hutton-both of whom

were bowling too short-they added 61 before Cranston hit too soon

and was caught at mid-off. At 82 Mackarness, who had played

impressively, was brilliantly stumped by Glennie. Robinson tried

several bowling changes. Only Bashford, "however, could get any

life out of the pitch. Birk profited from two sharp chances till Hutton

came on again and bowled him. Four runs later Falkiner was lbw

to the same bowler and the tea interval arrived with the score at 127

for four. \Vhen the game was continued Hutton quickly bowled

vVynne vVillson, and then Sell gave Radley the lead with a three to

leg. The last five wickets fell fairly quic1dy, the bulk of the scoring

being done by Nicholson, who remained undefeated. He had played

a very enterprising innings, being particnlarly severe on anything

short of a length. H utton and Basbford were the best of the bowlers,

the others being too erratic both in length and directiou. The ground

fielding was reliable without being as quick as that of Radley, one or

two catches went begging, and Glennie was good.
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The School had half-an-hom's batting. Once ag:tin the start was

disastrous, Glennie being caught at short leg when only three runs
had been scored. Stumps were drawn at 27 for one wicket. Next
morning both batsmen started confidently, and all went well till
Geake hit firm-footed at a full-pitch on his legs and missed it. Finlay
was the victim of a crnel piece of luck; Elderton hit a ball very hard
to the bowler, who just touched it before it hit the stumps, and
Finlay was run out. Five wickets were down before the innings
defeat was averted, and it was not till Boissier joined Robinson that
the School looked like making the Radley second innings anything
but a formality. The pair added 56 in enterprising style, though
Robinson was not at his best. After Boissier was bowled by a
yorker Hodgkinson stayed till lunch, which was taken with the score
at 165 for seven. Immediately afterwards Hodgkinson was run out,
Bashford was soon caught in the deep, and Robinson was bowled.

Radley were left with 101 to get and plenty of time in which to
get them. They started b'tdly, for Cranston was lbw in Hutton's first

over. At 18 Mackarness had his off stump uprooted, at 35 Falkiner
was caught at the wicket, and two runs later Nicholson was bowled
by a full pitch. Bil!<s gave a sharp chance to silly mid-off, who was
much too close; it was not accepted, but the batsman did not profit
much, being taken at the wicket with the score at 49. Things were
getting exciting, but at the tea interval the score had advanced to 74
without further loss. After tea the game went on quietly till
Hutton bowled a slow ball of good length which defeated Wynne
Willson, who had been responsible for most of the scoring. However,
there were too few runs to play with to justify bowling experiments,
the chief bowlers had shot their bolt, and Sell and McIntosh finished
off the match quite easily.

From the School's point of view it was a disappointing match,
for only in fielding did they really do themselves justice. In the
Radley second innings they tried hard to redeem two disappointing
batting displays, but the pitch was not of the sort on which it is
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possible to stage a collapse. Although the Raoley batting looked a
little uncertain at one time there could never beany real doubt about
the result.

SCHOOL.
1st innings.

J.F.N.Hodgkinson, cAtkins, b Falkiner 0
M. S. Glennie, b Birks .. , 18
M. R. Geake, cAtkins, b Falkiner... 3
W.M.Eldertoll, c Willcocks. b Falkiner 15
S.J .D.Robinson, c Mclntosh, b Falkiner 4
J. M. Hutton. c Falkiner, b Birks 42
J. C. Finlay, b Birks 5
D.LC. Boissier, c falkiner, b Mclntosh 2
R. F. S. Chignell, st, b Falkiner 26
H. C. C. Adams. c Falkiner, b Mclntosh 3
H. J. C. Bashford, not out 15

Extras 5

Total 138

2nd innings.
run out 3
c Sell, b Birks... 1
lbw, b Falkiner 13
lbw, b Birks 31
b Falkiner 60
b Mclntosh 25
run out 5
b Atkins 28
run out 8
not out 0
c Grosvenor, b Falkiner ... 2

Extras 7

Total 183

RADLEY.
1st innings.

J. L. I Cranston. c Hulton, b Bashford 29
J. G. Mackarness, st, b Bashford 39
D. L M. Birks, b Hutton ." 30
N. W. Nicholson, not out.. 89
F. Falkiner, lbw, b Hutton 4

. M. F. Wynne-Wilson, b Hutton 1
D. N. Sell, b Bashford 11
H. \V. Mclntosh, c Adams, b Hutton 5
Hon.H.R.Grosvenor, c Elderton, bAdams 7
R. R. G. Atkins, lbw, b Bashford 0
J. F. WiIIcocks, b Hutton 0

Extras 6

2nd innings.
lbw, b Hutton...
b Hutton
c Glennie, b Bashford
b Chignell
c GleDnie, b Bashford
b HuttoD
not out
not out

} did not bat

Extras

o
8

10
8

18
17
23
11

8

Total 221 Total (6 wkts.) ... 103

BOWLING.

SCHOOL.

1st innings. 2nd innings.
o. M. R. W. O. M. R. W.

D. L M. Birks 18 8 32 3 30 12 60 2
F. Falkiner 22 9 60 5 30 6 72 3
H. W. Mclntosh 15 5 24 2 12 2 30 1
D. N. Sell -5 I 17 0
R. H. G. Atkins 4 0 14
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RADLEY.

J. M. Hutton ... 22.5 7 64 5 20 9 34 3
H. J. C. Bashford ... 21 7 47 4 22.3 9 41 2
J. F. N. Hodgkinson ... 4 0 24 0
H. C. C. Adams 8 2 36 1 3 1 3 0
R. F. S. Chignell 8 1 34 0 7 3 13 1
W. M. Elderton 1 0 10 0
S. J. D. Robinson 0 4 0

SCHOOL V. O.SS.

This match is, of course, more of a social occasion than a cricket
match, and being so the cricket itself was nothing tremendous. After
some heavy thunder showers on the Friday afternoon Saturday was
very pleasant indeed.

The School batted first and did fairly well to make 213. Hutton
again gave us a display of brif!hter cricket, scoring a quick 53.
Robinson's 32 was useful, and everyone was pleased to see Manning
score 29. Bashford provided the tail with a well played 26. The
School found most difficulty in playing Wilson's slow left-handed
breaks, especially as he is not afraid to toss them up.

For the a.SS., Fenwick (34) and Watney (22 not out) were
easily the best two innings. The combination of Tasker and Hutton,
however, proved too strong for most of them. Time and light did
not allow the match to be finiShed.

SCHOOL.

W. M. Elderton, c Eldridge, b Wilson
M. S. Glennie, b Palmer ...
J. M. Hutton, c Brown, b Wilson
S. J. D. Robinson, lbw, b Wilson
J. C. Finlay, b Robinson ...
M. R. Geake, run out
G. H. W. Manning, c and b Palmer ...
R. F. S. Chignell, lbw, b Wilson
D. I. C. Boissier, b Wilson
H. J. C. Bashford, not out
A. L. A. Tasker, lbw, b Snowden

Extras

Total

19
18
53
32

7
7

29
o
4

26
2

16

... 213
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0.55.

W. J. E1dridge, b Tasker...
R. M. H. Simonds, c Hutton, b Tasker
M. H. Sherley-Price, b Bashford
T. Fenwick. c Robinson. b Tasker
]. D. Watney. not out
R. ]. Brown. b Tasker
B. H. D. Robinson. b Hutton
T. C. Palmer. b Hutton ...
H. ]. Crawfurd, c Glennie, b Hutton
C.]. M. Snowden, b Hutton
]. T. A. Wilson, did not bat

Extras

Total (9 wkts.)

BOWLING.

15
19
12
34
22
8
1
4
4
o

o

... 119

447

C.]. M. Snowden
B. H. D. Robinson
]. T. A. Wilson
T. C. Palmer
R. ].Brown

SCHOOL.

O.
... 13
... 11
••• 26
... 10
... 3

M.
2
1
5
o
o

R.
28
26
86
38
19

w.
1
1
5
2
o

0.55.

]. M. Hutton 15 2 40
A. L. A. Tasker 14 3 51
H.]. C. Bashford 12 5 18
R. F. S. Chignell 3 1 10

SCHOOL v. M.C.C.

4
4
1
o

of a procession, Powell's
In fact, Hodgkinson and

After the crowded aspect of the Upper at Commemoration the
meagre attendance at this match looked rather bad.

The match itself proved an easy victory for the M.C.C. Eglington
as usual made his hundred, this time not out. In fact, the School
only took three wickets, one by Bashford and two by Lilley. Then
Beet came in and partnered Eglington, making 81 before the
declaration.

The School innings was somewhat
bowling being apparently unplayable.
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Boissier were the only batsmen to leave their 'teens. Manning,

Chignell and Geake showed a trifle more confidence than the rest,
but even these were very uncertain with Powell's slow and cunning
breaks, and the School were finally out for 131.

M.C.C.

R. Eglington. not out
C. E. Awdry. c Glennie, b Bashford ...
F. A. Alien, b Lilley
N. Haig, c Chignell, b Lilley
Beet, not out ...
P.N.Duggan)
G. S. Wills

H. J. Radcliffe) did not bet
R. W.Awdry
Col. G. Master
Powell

Extras

Total (3 wkts.)

SCHOOL.

J. F. N. Hodgkinson, st Beet, b Powell
M. S. Glennie. b Duggan ..
M. R. Geake. b Powell .
J. M. Hutton. c Haig. b Powell
S. J. D. Robinson. c Beet, b Powell ...
G. H. W. Manning, c Beet, b Duggan
D. 1. C. Boissier, lbw, b Powell
R. F. S. Chignell, b Powell
H. J. C. Basbford, b Radc1iffe
A. L. A. Tasker, st Beet, b Powell
G. G. Lilley, not out

Extras

Total

BOWLING.

101
28
17
26
81

2

... 255

34
6

19
o
2

13
24
17

6
o
1
9

... 131

M.C.C.

o.
J. M. Hutton 12
H. J. C. Bashford 15
R. F. S. Cbignell 6
A. L. A. Tasker 20
J. F. N. Hodgkinson... 4
G. G. Lilley ... 8

M.
2
5
1
4
o
3

R.
52
63
46
53
21
17

w.
o
1
o
o
o
2
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SCHOOL.

P. N.Duggan
N. Haig ...
C. E. Awdry
PoweIl
H. J. Radcliffe

... 13

... 7

... 7

... 17

... 4

o
J
2
1
1

52
14
10
37
9

2
o
o
7
1

SCHOOL V. WESTMINSTER.

Played on the Upper on June 30th and July 1St. Drawn.

Westminster won the toss and balted first, there being no play till
after lunch owing to rain. The first two wickets fell cheaply, but
Gawthorne with Wilkinson, Stocker and Cunliffe carried the score to
two hundred. The last five wickets fell for 47 runs, Gawthorne
carrying his bat for 13b. Lilley bowled well, taking three wickets

for 33 runs.

Hodgkinson and Glennie opened for the School, and made 57 runs
for no wicket during the last three-quarters of an hour. Next
morning they carried the overnight score to 113 before Hodgkinson
was run out for 78. The next stand, between Hutton and Glennie,
producing some really bright cricket, added 180 to the score. Glennie
scored an excellent 176, and Rutton made his century in forty-five
minutes. At 2'30p.m. Robinson declared with a total of -1-23. This
left the School about three hours in which to get Westminster out.

The Westminster captain, Richardson, batted well to make 81,
including &ome fine off-drives. He was well backed up by Boyle,
who was stumped by Glennie off Hodgkinson for 42. \Vestminster
continued to bat steadily until they had scored 220 at 5....5, when
stumps were drawn, there being no prospect of a finish.

For the School, Tasker and Lilley bowled well throughout, and
Glennie's wicket-keeping was consistently good.
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WESTMINSTER.

1st innings.
F. F. Richardson, b LilIey 1
D. L. Wilkinson, b Hutton 29
W. J. A. Boyle, c Glennie, b Hutton... 7
P. P. Gawthorne, not out... 138
J. D. Stocker, c and b Lilley 28
D. F. Cunliffe, b Tasker 28
K. S. Andrews, run out 2
J. C. S. Doll, lbw, b LiIley 0
E. A Sinc1air, c Glennie, b Bashford 7
J. W. Wooldridge, b Tasker 0
R. B. Instone. run out 0

Extras (byes 6. I-byes 1) 7

2nd innings,
c Hutton, b Hodgkinson... 81
b Hutton 9
st Glennie, b Hodgkinson... 42
run out 8
c LiIley, b Bashford 27
not out 38
not out 13

}did not bat

Extras (I-byes 2) 2

Total ... 247 Total (5 wkts.) ... 220

SCHOOL.

J. F. N. Hodgkinson. run out
M. S. Glennie, run out
J. M. Hutton, run out
S. J. D. Robinson, b Boyle
G. H. W. Manning, not out
D. I. C. Boissier, b Cunliffe
R. F. S. CbignellI
M. R. Geake
H. J. C. Bashford. did not bat
A. L. A. Tasker
G. G. Lilley

Extras (byes 4. I-byes 1)

Total (5 wkts. dec.)

78
176
132

11
15
6

5

423

BOWLING.

WESTMINSTER.
1st innings. 2nd innings.

o. M. R. W. O. M. R. W.
J. M. Hutton 20 4 42 2 11 2 28 1
G. G. Lilley 15 2 33 3 8 1 31 0
A. L. A. Tasker 23 6 52 2 12 1 51 0
H. J. C. Bashford 19 4 60 1 20 5 44 1
R. F. S. Chignell 8 2 25 0 7 0 21 0
J. F.N.Hodgkinson ... S 1 28 0 11 1 43 2
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SCHOOL.

O. M. R. W.
F. F. Richardson ... 19 2 105 0
W.].A.Boyle 18 3 98 1
E. A. Sinclair 8 1 40 0
]. D. Stocker 12 2 79 0
D. F. Cunliffe 13 0 72 i
R. B. Instone 5 0 24 0

SCHOOL V. DOWN SIDE.

Played on the Upper on July 4th. Won by four wickets.
Masters and Pollen opened the batting for Downside and the first

wicket fell at 17. \Vickets then fell regularly; Pollen, Turnbull,
and Radcliffe each making 30. The only feature which relieved the
dullness of the Downside innings was Hutton's extraordinarily good
catch at short leg offTasker, who bowled very steadily. At 3 o'clock

Downside were all out for 190.

The School had a poor start, Hodgkinson and Glennie both being
out early. Hutton and Elderton, however, stayed together to add
89 runs before Elderton was howled by the Downside fast bowler,
Sheridan, the only one to cause the School much trouble. Hutton
went on to make his 100, which he reached in an hour and a half.
After Bois!!ier had made 21, Manning and Chignell added the final
runs and the School won by four wickets.

DOWNSIDE.

R. L. Masters, b Lilley ... 6
J. M. H. Pollen, b Hutton 30
P. A. G. Hawlinson, c Chignell, b Hodgkinson... 24-
N. H. Ormerod, c Hutton, b Tasker... 9
A. D. Turnbull, lbw (N), b Tasker ... 32
M. A. J. Hadc1iffe, lbw. b Tasker .39
R. G. T. Hawkins, lbw, b Tasker 22
R. T. Addington, c Hobinson, b Tasker 14-
T. G. Hemming, b Bashford 8
V. E. Camacho, not out ... 0
R. G. Sheridan, lbw, b Bashford 0

Extras (b)'es 5, I-byes I) 6

Total .,. 190
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SCHOOL.

J. F. N. Hodgkinson, lbw, b Sheridan
M. S. Glennie, b Sheridan
\V. M. Elderton, b Sheridan
J. M. Hutton, c Ormerod, b Addington
S. J. D. Robinson, c Hemming, b Sheridan
D. I. C. Boissier, run out ...
G. H. W. Manning, not out
R. F. S. Chignell, not out

H. J. C. BaShfOrd}
A. L. A. Tasker did not bat
G. G. Lilley

Extras (byes 7, no-balls 7)

Total (6 wkts.)

7
7

22
100

o
21
15
5

'" 191

BOWLING.

DOWNSlDR.
O. M. R. W.

J. M. Hutton 14 4 30 1
G. G. Lilley 14 5 27 1
H. J. C. Bashford 11 .. 22 2
A. L. A. Tasker 19 2 57 5
R. F. S. Chignell 3 0 6 0
J. F. N. Hodgkinson'h 11 2 42 1

SCHOOL.

R. G. Sheridan 14 2 58 ..
V. E. Camacho 16 3 32 0
J. M. H. Pollen 7 0 43 0
R. G. T. Hawkins 2 0 1-' 0
R. T. Addington 7 1 19 1

TENNIS.

The School Tennis VI had a fixture list of six matches this term,
there being still one to play against the Masters.
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The results were as follows :-

June 4 v. Sherborne Tennis Club "A" Lost 4 matches to 5
June 6 v. Bryanston School Won 5 " " 4
June I I v. Canford School Lost 4 " " 5
June 20 v. Old Shirburnians Draw 3 " " 3
June 23 v Dorset"A" Lost 4 " " 5
July 18 v. The Masters

The standard of tennis has greatly improved this year, the play is
more level and the results more consistent. The team are much
indebted to Mr. Derrick for the great trouble he has taken in their
coaching and hope to have the benefit of his service again next year.

The first pair, A. H. Campbel1 and J.\V. G. Harman, have played
very steadily throughout the season, and in five matches played have
won eleven sets and only lost three. They played particularly

steadily against Bryanston when they carried the third set of the final
match to 20-18 before winning against Bryanston's first pair.
Campbell is the best player on the side: he is consistent and steady,
has a beautiful drive from the back of the court and is improving in
his volleyinl{. He will be captain again next year and should
become a very useful player. Harman is also a steady player and
always uses his head well, occasionally bringing in a very useful and
well placed lob, but he lacks power in his game and rarely forces his
opponent: he is a slow mover but has good anticipation.

The second pair, R. A. S. Godfree and M. L. Watts, are not so

steady, but when both on their game can run the first pair to about
6-4. Godfree has a better style than vVatts, and occasionally plays
very well indeed, but as yet he is far from consistent. \Vatts, on the
other hand, has some very weak shots bnt is a steadier player, and
has remained above Godfree in the singles" ladder."

The third pair, J. D. Devitt and C. I. Ellis, have played quite
steadily throughout the season, and have been known to beat the
second pair in practice. Devitt is an uncertain player but occasionally
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does some very good volleying. Ellis, on the other hand, is too fond
of the back of the court, and consequently this pair is apt to leave
big gaps. Ellis is probably the most improved player on the side;
he was very shaky at the beginning of the season but has steadily
improved.
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It must be admitted that as a match-winning side we have not met
with a great measure of success this year. However, if the larger
view is taken, it is equally true that a number of Cadets and N .C.O.'s
have gained a very sound knowledge of basic principles in the use of
the service rifle. Though this view may seem decidedly unpleasant,
it was perhaps in the mind of the third Baron Ashburton when, in
1861, he presented the shield which bears his name.

Probably the greatest difficulty with which the team as a whole
has had to contend this year is lack of experience-painfulIy notice
able in wet weather, when our scores invariably suffered out of all
proportion. It was always the same, whether at Marlborough, or
shooting here against Canford, or at Bisley. But there has been
opportunism enough, as was well shown by some individual efforts
in the Gale and Polden competitions, when Colbourne scored 65 and

Miley 64.
Throughout our practice shoots this term a serious drawback has

been the absence of a range telephone, due to the fact th<lt the Crack
more range is not our own. The last telephone line was so closely
trodden by cows that even King-Church was at last compelled to
abandon his attempts at mending it, and it is now so long since we
had a telephone in working order tbat the discussion of the best way
of making it cow-proof has at length died down. For the side-by
side matches fired at home wc are much indebted to those whQ com-
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bine the activities of shooting and signalling, particularly King

Church, Atkinson and ArchdaJe. The marking too has been excellent
this year-both quick and accurate. Most of the work was done by
Streeter, Phipps and Greenshields between them.

The Bisley meeting was as enjoyable as ever, in spite of the heavy
rain which set in an hour before the competition for the Ashburton
Shield began and continued steadily until an hour after it was over.
\Ve were very glad to meet several 0.55., including D. Lloyd, who
is now Hon. Sec. of the Cambridge University Rifle Club. One of
the strongest impressions we have brought back with us is of the
consideration and courtesy shown to us by all officers and warrant
officers who helped to organise the meeting, and with whom we came
in contact.

The following were the members of the team :-

MILEY: A Captain who has worked hard at organising and coach
ing. As a performer, we think not quite on the top of his form this
season-a common and passing phase.

KING: An energetic Honorary Secretary, whose work has been
invaluable. A very good shot on his day, over-anxious if he makes
a false start.

ROPER: Regarded as one of the best shots in the team. His
collapse at BisJey is almost inexplicable, but we think it can only be
laid to one cause-lack of experience in bad \\'eather.

DICK: A very good and steady shot; a particularly cool customer.

FAIRBAIRN: He has worked hard and conscientiously. Although
he has an off day now and then, he has elbowed his way into the
front rank.

COLBOURNE: One of our opportunists; he is not yet reliable, but
promises well.

CHITTENDEN: A keen and promising marksman; he will improve
if he sticks to it.
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HANNAY: Just before he went to Bisley he was shooting very well
indeed. Rain and youth proved his undoing. Plenty of promise,
but he must learn to recognise his own rifle!

HODGES: A useful 9th man. Has the makings of a good marks
man.

The Cadet Pair:
KIDNER was unfortunate in not getting into the VIII in which he

shot until we went to Bisley, There he accepted the situation very
well, and performed splendidly.

\VHITEHEAD was always regarded as useful in the Cadet Pair, and
produced some of his best form at Bisley.

Aggregate.

58
56

59
61

56

54
55
60

29
28

31

30

28

27
29

3°

29
28
28

31

28

27
26

3°

Sgt. Miley
Cpl. King
LjCpl. Roper
Cdt. Dick
LjCpl. Fairbairn
LjCpl. Assheton
Cdt. Peacock
Cdt. Kidner

SIDE-By-SIDE SHOOTING MATCHES, 1936.

SCHOOL V. CLlFTON.

J lIne 2nd, fired at Crackmore.
200 yards. 500 yards.

58

55

29
29

459
Clifton made 4-68. Result :-Clifton won by 9 points.

Cadet Pair-
Cdt. Whitehead
Cdt. Hannay

II3
CliflOn made 115. Result :-Clifton won by 2 points.
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SCHOOL V. MARLBOROUGH.

June 6th, fired at Marlborough.
200 yards.

Sgt. Miley
Cpl. King
LjCpl. Roper
Cdt. Dick
LjCpl. Fairbairn
Cdt. Kidner
Cdt. Peacock
Sgt. Colbourne

27
31

29
29
31

30

31

26

500 yard •. Aggregate.

27 54-
27 58
31 60

31 60
29 60
24- 54-
19 5°
26 52

4'48
Result :-Marlborough won by 18 points.Marlborough made 4-66.

Cadet Pair-
Cdt. Whitehead
Cdt. Hannay

27
26

27
26

54
52

106
)\1arlborough made 119. Result :-Marlborough won by 13 points.

SCHOOL V. CANFORD.

July 2nd, fired at Crackmore.
200 yards

CpI. King 29
LjCpI. Roper 32
Cdt. Dick 31
L{Cpl. Fairbairn 27
Cdt. Kidner 24-
Sgt. Colbourne 25
Cdt. Hannay 27
LjCpI. Chittenden... 29

500 yard.

29
32

32

32

28
28
29
26

Aggregate

58
64
63
59
52
53
56
55

460
Canford made 445. Result :-School won by 15 points.
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Cadet Pair-

Cdt. Whitehead
Cdt. King-Church ...

26

23
33
II

59
41

100

Canford made 120. Result :-Canford won by 20 points.

SCHOOL v. BLUNDELL'S.

July 4th, fired at Honiton.
200 yards

Sgt. Miley 28

Cpl. King 32
LjCpl. Roper 34-
Cdt. Dick 33
LjCpl. Fairbairn 30
Cdt. Kidner 29
Sgt. Colbourne 30
LjCpJ. Chittenden... 27

500 yards

31

30

30

33
29
26

3°
29

Aggregate

59
62
64
66

59
55
60

56

481

Blundell's made 485. Remlt :-Blundell's won by 4 points.

Cadet Pair-

Cdt. Hannay
Cdt. Whitehead

59
57

II6

Blundell's made 1I5. Result :-School won by 1 point.



Sergt. Miley
CorpI. King
LjCpl. Roper
Cdt. Dick
LjCpl. Fairbairn ..
Sergt. Colbourne ..
LjCpl. Chittenden
Cdt. Hannay
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THE ASHBURTON SHIELD AND CADETS'TROPHY.

200 yards SOO yards Aggregate

27 29 56
24 29 53
23 26 49
31 30 61

32 3 1 63
25 26 51
28 29 57
24 23 47

Brighton College won with 477.

Cadet Pair-
Cdt. Kidner 28
Cdt. Whitehead 30

433
School placed 44th.

29 57
29 59

Marlborough won with 119. School placed 9th. II6

MARKSMAN'S CUP.

I A. G. Dick (a)
2 P. J. Roper (g)
3 D.P. Fairbairn (f)

HOUSE PAIR COMPETITION

I Ross'
2 Parry-Jones'
3 j School House "A" I...

I. School House" Boo

Average

61.87
59.87
58.37

II9
II2

107

N.R.A. MEDAL (DONEGAL BADGE).

I P. J. Roper 63
2 M. J. Miley 62
3 H.W.K~g ~
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CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors decline to hold themselves responsible for the opinions
expressed by their correspondents.]

To the Editor of The Shirburnian.
Dear Sir,

May I take this opportunity of thanking Mr. Westlake for the
great trouble he has taken over the Tennis VI this term, both in
coaching and in arranging matches.

Yours, etc.,

A.H.C,.

Dear Sir,

Without wishing in any way to confide in you concerning my
intimate family affairs, may I state that my dear mother always

brought me up to revere the fine old customs, handed down from
father to son through the ages, of our ancient Kentish ancestors,

and among others that quaint and apparently unique numerical
system whereby we count 1 before 2, 2 before 3, and consequently
1 before 3. My alma mater has also taught me that tradition

demands that the School should enter the Abbey on Commemoration
Saturday with the lowest form in the lead and the highest form
bringing up the rear. Is it, then, reasonable that this year Groups

2, 3 and 4 (a figure which I have not mentioned before, but whose
meaning I will explain on request) should have made their lentry

after Group I, when we are counting, in accordance with some fine
old Sherborne tradition, backwards? I freely admit that, ai a
member of a classical group, I study the classics, the language and
lives of such un practical men as Euclid, Pythagoras and Archimedes :
can it be that I am behind the times? that a new and more satis
factory system of counting has been evolved since I climbed down
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from my mother's knee to sink into the deep, dark cellars of ancient

Greece? If this is so, may I ask that the fact be made common

knowledge, so that when in Rome . . . • • . ?
C. 1. ELLIS.

[Though we have no fault to find with Mr. Ellis' mode of counting,
we would warn him against jumping to the conclusion that

Group 1 comes before Groups 2, 3 and 4. The accident of its
name confers upon it no sort of priority, as, it seems, Mr. Ellis

has discovered.-En.J.

Dear Sir,
In a school where Athena is courted so assiduously, not to mention

all the nine Muses, shall not Artemis have her due? Cannot we,
to be more explicit, following the successful example set by at least
two other Public Schools in this country, add yet one more to the
roll of School Societies - namely, a Clay Pigeon Shooting Club?

Is Urania more to be favoured than Artemis ?

Yours, etc.,
SIXTEEN, BUT NOT, I HOPE, A BORE.

Dear Sir,

Owing to the prevalence of a vast deal of loose thinking and
ignorant but noisy opinion on the subject of Surrealistr., may I beg

"leave to suggest the following points :-

(I) That the fundamental characteristic of Art is that it appeals to
aesthetic emotion and not necessarily to any other. Emotions
of ordinary life are irrelevant to Art.

i...
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(2) That whatever the interest, psychological or otherwise,of a work,
that interest is not in itself sufficient lo justify that work being
considered as art.

(3) That the most prominent features of visual Surrealism appear
to he a determination to surprise and a resolve to be quite
irrational--with little or no reference to form or desij:{n.

(4) That such features, while they do not a priori exclude any
possibility of Surrealism producing Art-the Jazz and Cubist
movements have hut little to recommend them m this respect,
yet both have produced great Art-that such features suggest
irresponsibility and a lack of sincere and concentrated endeavour,
qualities hardly such as to foster great Art. If Surrealism
produces Art, it will be largely accidental.

(5) That the example of Picasso affords ample illustration of the
damaging effect of Surrealism upon Art. Under the influences of
Post-Impressionism and Cubism, Picasso produced works of the
highest artistic merit. Lately it is held by all save Surrealists
that a determination to surprise, i.e. his contact with Surrealism,
has turned his work into a shallow mockery of its former glory.

(6) That in literary Surrealism, many productions will be found
upon analysis to be nothing more than a rather crude and quite
aimless Impressionism.

(7) That the real importance of Surrealism lies, not in its relation to
Art, but in the fact that psychologically the movement promises
to be profoundly interesting.

(8) That in general a movement which is unconventional and well
advertised need not be of any great artistic significance.

A. J. G. CROCKER.

[If this is answered, the writer reserves the right to answer that

answer.]
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Dear Sir,

Your correspondent has, in his first paragraph, described Surrealism
with a most accurate epithet-" loose-thinking." Whatever the value
of his well-defined eight points, I think that this definition is im
portant in comparison with that put forward in the First Surrealist
Manifesto :-

-" Thought's dictation, in the absence of all control exercised
by the reason and outside all aesthetic or moral preoccupations ....
Surrealism rests in the belief .... in the omnipotence of the dream
and in the disinterested play of thought."

Thus having analysed the movement in two well-chosen words
the writer would have you believe, Sir, that an art which, in this
case, is outside all aesthetic preoccupations should appeal above all
to" aesthetic emotion '; now this art which, in its own words, does
not aim at appealing merely to aestheticism, is hardly likely to have
any appeal except to " the emotions of ordinary life "; nor, indeed, is
great Art dissociable from Life. Art and Life are bound up
absolutely j the emotions of Life produce great Art, and it is to them
naturally that Art appeals in retlirn. There are no emotions, aesthetic

or otherwise, which are not tied to Life, and is it not this Life, in·
glorious, base and sometimes idyllic as it may be, which produces
natural Art?

Surrealism itself is the offspring of Post-Impressionism and
Cubism; at the introduction of these revolutions in art people gasped
at the effects they would have upon the Art which had been gradually
evolved to what they imagined to be perfection. Similarly to-day
men are wondering at this" strange perversion" of Art-Surrealism;
yet the fact remains, that just as they say Picasso to-day is ruined
by Surrealism, so before the War they exclaimed against a flood of
inexplicable innovations upon the formality of centuries; and has
Picasso changed for the worse? I can assure you he has not j he is
still regarded by the Surrealists as " a surrealist in cubism," a man
who "fifteen years ago . . . . began to explore this path, bearing
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rays of light with him as he went. No one had the courage to see
anything there before he came." Picasso is "till producing art which,
though not of the same" type," is certainly-a fact which will soon
be recognized-of similar, if not remarkable, quality.

The fact that Surrealism has no form or design is its greatest
feature; in an art which is produced in a state of mental fervour and
almost automatically without any peculiar impulse except pure un
alloyed thought, the result is not necessarily to be expected to be of
perfect proportions or meaning. If any attempt was made to make
this method more accurate and its results of an easier, trimmer form,
then the whole object of Surrealism would be destroyed; it is an art
"accidentally" produced by allowing the emotions to transmit freely
to the hand, and its results are naturally" accidental" whether they
become great or obscure. I agree that prose or poetry is not as
satisfactory a medium for this dictation of the brain as art; obviously
the very effort of forming words into lines, metres, printed symbols,
destroys the effect and makes the medium more rigid; therefore I
think Literary Surrealism not its greatest product.

As to fame and advertisement, Surrealism itself is an advertise
ment: that strange movement, "Dada," its generator, was an
attraction withont advertisement. Surrealism itself, though not so
lurid, is still" exciting" and bizarre enough to the English mind to
attract its attention. But that is not intentional, it is the natural
sensation cau~ed by an art which, in creating a precedent, happens to
make the eyes of the vulgar and riotous rest for a fleeting time upon
a perfectly serions interpretation of thought.

Yours, etc.,
S. J. H. DURNFORD.

Dear Sir,
May I be allowed to reply to 1\1r. S. J. H. Durnford's defence of

the Surrealist movement by reference to the following considera
tiQns:-
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(1) That I would not have anyone believe that Surrealism, which
is, as Mr. Durnford so truthfully quotes, "outside all aesthetic
preoccupat ions," should appeal above all to the aesthetic emotions.
My inference was this: that the more free a movement is from
such preoccupations, the less is the likelihood of that movement
producing Art.

(2) Mr. Durnfbrd bases the claims of Surrealism to be considered as
Art upon its connection with the emotions of ordinary life.
" Nor," he goes on to say, "is great art dissociabJe from Life."
\Vhoevpr said it was? But the emotions of ordinary life are
"irrelevant" to Art, because Art is primarily concerned with
significant form, and the aesthetic emotions resultant upon an
appreciation of that significance. The aesthetic emotion is
naturally part of man's experience, but it is universally accepted
a3 an emotion given to very few, which is apart from and higher
than the emotions of ordinary life.

Again, no one will deny that the emotions of ordinary life
"produce" great Art in so far as a state of mind suitable for
inspiration may be brought about by these emotions. But it is
not naturally to these emotions that great Art appeals. To what
emotions of ordinary life does the superb form of d Sung Pot
appeal? Great Art may exercise a subsidiary appeal upon the
emotions of ordinary life, but its fundamental attribute is that it
appeals to the aesthetic emotion.

(3) Those who gasped at the early manifestations of the Post
Impressionist and Cubist movements were essentially the feebler
spirits; and it is these who no\\' so eagerl y pursue the fantastic
will 0' the wisp of Surrealist Art. Those who first realised the
tremendous significance of form-the eternal criterion of all
Art-of the Post-Impressionist movement, are those who to-day
are surest of the fact that SlITrealism approximates to the utter
negation of sound artistic principles.
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(4) "Has Picasso," asks Mr. Durnford, "changed for the worse?
I can assure JOu he has noL" Surely this is a little dogmatic?
In the absence of any rational basis for contradiction, my original
statement and explanation surely stand.

(s) Mr. Durnford admits "the fact that Surrealism has no form or
design is its greatest feature." Precisely; that is why it is so
unlikely that it will produce Art.

(6) That the "pure unalloyed thought" "in the absence of all control
exercised by the reason," apparently the most important impulse
of Surrealist Art, will be found upon analysis to approximate
very closely to sheer insanity. As Mr. Durnford said, its results
.<re "naturally accidental," and the production of Art appears to
be a very unlikely accident.

A. J.G. CROCK~R.

Sir,
I appeal to you for your aid, in a last desperate attempt to stave

off the nervous breakdown, on the brink of which I am now trembl
ing. \Vill some kind reader recommend a nerve tonic to preserve
the mental equilibrium of a hard-working candidate for examination
honours, once a chubby healthy youth, but now reduced, by the
brutal curtailment of his night's rest, to a pallid, lifeless parody of a
human being?

A contributory cause of my present condition is the mental strain
produced by my fruitless attempts to discover what weird and wonder
ful process of inverted logic furnished the conclusion that the less
sleep one is allowed, the more efficiently one's brain functions.
Furthermore, whenever this decision is mentioned among my tellows,
blasts of withering invective burst forth on every side, seriously
damaging my ear-drums, and thereby aggravating my condition.
Lack of space (and to a certain extent the law of libel) prevents my
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gIvmg a verbatim report of even a tithe of the pious hopes I have

heard expressed, concerning the physical and mental welfare and
ultimate destination of all connected with this dastardly attack upon
a time-honoured and most beneficial tradition.

My self-control is fast giving way, and I shall soon be running
round, foaming at the mouth and biting bits out of the furniture, un
less some kind reader takes pity on

Yours faithfully,
DROWSY DANIEL.

Dear Sir,
I am told that I am rapidly becoming" Puhlic NnisLlllce No. I,"

but I mllst ask you of your courtesy to print another letter about the
new edition of the School Register which is in course of preparation.
Enough information has been collected to justify a decision to pub
lish it, but there are still hundreds of O.SS. from whom no Ieplies
have been received. May I briefly set down some ways in which
brother Shirburnians, both past and present, can help.

I. By answering the notices they have received, if they have not
already done so.

2. By sending alterations and additions to their records as soon
as possible.

3. By sending any information about other O.SS. which they
think may be of value.

It is impossible to fix the date of publication at present; so addi
tional information should be sent in till further notice. Such notice
will be given, if possible, in the Annual O.S. Society Report in
October.

Yours gratefully,

W. J. BENSLY

(c/o School House, Sherborne).
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